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Book Collections
    SPC.MEDIA. 812.54 A425d1994
    --Recorded before a live audience at the Guest Quarters Suite Hotel in Chicago, and broadcast on
    the radio program Chicago theatres on the air, WFMT, Chicago.

    SpC. 812.54 A425L1992

    ArDFac. 812.54 A425m1991

    SPC. 812.54 A425r1994

    SPC. 812.54 A425s 1993

    SPC.MEDIA. 812.54 A425st1994
    --Recorded before a live audience at the Guest Quarters Suite Hotel in Chicago, and broadcast on
    the radio program Chicago theatres on the air, WFMT, Chicago, May 10, 1992.

    SPC. 812.54 A425w1996

    SpC. 812.54 C324p1997

---. *The Sovereign State of Boogedy Boogedy and Other Plays* / [introduction by Michael Feingold]. West
    SPC. 812.54 C324s1986

Everett, Marshall. *Chicago’s Awful Theater Horror* / by the survivors and rescuers; with introduction by Bishop Fallows; presenting a vivid picture, both by pen and camera, of one of the greatest fire horrors of modern times. [s.l.] : Memorial Pub. Co., 1904. SPC. 792.0977311 N398C1904


--On March 24, 1980, while saying Mass, Oscar Romero, the Archbishop of San Salvador, was assassinated. This powerful and acclaimed play presents the story of the people and the forces that transformed an ordinary man into a courageous leader. It is an absorbing play that combines elements of ancient tomb rituals, Mayan temple dramas and medieval morality plays into a contemporary dramatic structure in which we see a human being ultimately embody the moral voice and vision of his people. The Fifth Sun features a haunting musical score by The San Antonio Vocal Arts Ensemble and Xavier Quijas Yxayotl.
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